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Public Cloud Services with itelligence



We Manage Your Cloud

How Your Public Cloud Service Provider Strategically Facilitates  
Your Digital Transformation

30years 
of experience and 
extensive knowledge of 
SAP applications and 
cloud implementations. 

itelligence has 

itelligence can guide your business through its 
entire cloud journey. Our specialists have  

a wealth of experience in cloud projects for customers 
around the world from various industries. itelligence  
has won numerous SAP Cloud Partner awards and  
has over ten years of experience in cloud computing.

Managed Services for New Business Models

Managed services are gaining popularity for businesses 

looking to reduce complexity and free up internal 

resources. In today’s market, there is a lot of pressure 

on IT departments to innovate and become an integral 

part of business-driving operations. To do so, CIOs 

must concentrate on eliminating laborious tasks 

and giving their teams more time for innovation.

Public Cloud Services with itelligence

Our global portfolio helps businesses operate with 

added flexibility. From advisory to hosting, applica-

tion management to delivery services, our services 

can aid all areas of your organization. Managed by 

itelligence, public cloud services complement our 

SAP basis, database, and system administration ser-

vices for SAP® applications. Our integrated service 

and virtual data center management enables easier 

support of business processes and provides a clearer 

overview of data exchange. With our public cloud 

services, you can quickly adopt innovations to new 

business requirements.

Supporting Your SAP Applications

itelligence offers complete hosting of SAP application 

system landscapes, including development, quality 

assurance, and production systems based on indi-

vidually designed and certified private and public 

cloud infrastructure. Our experts manage your cloud 

and help you ensure uninterrupted IT operations 

through implementing ERP and CRM or cloud solu-

tions from the SAP S/4HANA® suite. Our services 

include provisioning for all application layers, SAP 

application servers, and additional system compo-

nents such as gateways, Adobe Document Services, 

and SAP Fiori® front-end apps.



Achieve Efficiency Gains

itelligence leverages cloud platforms with Microsoft 

Azure to support businesses with more flexibility. 

Test and development systems that are not used all 

the time are particularly suitable for public cloud 

and can lead to savings of up to 50%. And even pro- 

duction and disaster recovery environments benefit 

through rapid provisioning in minutes instead of 

days. Additionally, optimized storage resources  

fulfill backup and archiving requirements.

Infrastructure as a Service

Cloud computing is a strategic part of business  

development in the digital age. itelligence can help 

in laying the foundations for the future by harmo-

nizing private and public cloud structures with your 

existing applications. What’s more, with a single 

partner to monitor and maintain your system land-

scapes, you are future-proofing your cloud infra-

structure. 

 

Safe and Secure Cloud Operations

It is important to assess your specific data protection 

requirements and the security measures offered by 

your cloud provider. itelligence can advise you on 

advanced backup, failover, and recovery and provide 

you with information on data protection policies 

and certifications.

Why Choose itelligence as Your Cloud 

Partner?
n  Experienced: 30 years of experience and extensive 

knowledge of SAP applications and cloud imple-

mentations

n  Affordable: pay-per-use price model available for 

all infrastructure services

n  Flexible: scalable packages for you to choose  

options according to your specific needs

n  Expandable: additional data centers and hosting 

options available with Microsoft Azure

n  Reliable: high availability service level agreements, 

including disaster recovery options

When digitizing their business, SAP 
customers seek ways to access critical data 

easily and reliably. Our focus lies in optimizing 
business applications from the cloud to the 
customer.
Norbert Rotter, CEO, itelligence AG & NTT Data Business Solutions
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Transformation Journey

Efficiency

Innovation

Modernization, lift, and shift 
Migration of data center infrastructure

“Every company  
is a software  
company.”

Modernization
of data centers

Innovation  
of applications

Lead the digital 
transformation  
with data & AI
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Your Partner for Success  

Do you want to maximize the burgeoning poten- 

tial of your current SAP technologies? If so, then 

itelligence is your perfect partner. We support our 

customers with an unrivalled wealth of experience 

from a multitude of successful projects. Get in touch 

today to learn more about taking your business to 

the cloud.

In a long-term strategic partnership with Microsoft, itelligence has developed 

modern applications and provides reliable services to our customers worldwide. 

Internationalized in 2019, our management, support, and licensing services as a 

cloud solution provider aim to leverage Microsoft solutions and support business 

with greater insights and flexibility.  

 

From planning to application management, itelligence combines business-critical 

SAP applications with scalable, secure multi-cloud infrastructures – whilst ensuring 

compliance with data protection laws.  

 

The demand-oriented use of computing power from the Microsoft Azure cloud 

platform will reduce SAP users’ IT infrastructure costs and ease transformation 

projects. Our customers trust itelligence to optimize and operate reliable and  

secure combinations with Microsoft solutions to extend reach and unlock the  

highest value from data.

itelligence and  

Microsoft Azure


